Tesla was warned about hands-free autopilot use

SAN FRANCISCO: The company that made the camera and computer system for Tesla Motors’ semi-autonomous Autopilot says it never claimed or implied that Autopilot allows drivers to remove their hands from the wheel for short periods.

The company that made software that powers the newest products, in Hawthorne, Calif., according to the US National Transportation Safety Board.

Mobileye previously had said its system was not designed to spot cross traffic, but Tesla says it didn’t design the system. The company said Friday that in May, 2015, it had a deal with Mobileye, the lidar company that makes the cameras the Tesla car uses to navigate.

The two firms have been at odds over who was to blame for the deadly crash that killed former National Transportation Safety Board chairman Christopher Napolitano. Mobileye and Tesla both say their lidar systems were working and that the Tesla driver had control of the car within its lane and brake automatically, according to the US National Transportation Safety Board.

SAN FRANCISCO: For this Friday, Aug. 5, 2016, photo, Hall of Fame Motors Inc., warns the company’s competitor not to allow customers to use their cars in ways the system doesn’t support.

Sales of the popular Note 7 phones after several dozen caught fire and exploded may offer more than a simple manufacturing solution.

Yelp warns California lawsuit could lead to removal of critical posts

SAN FRANCISCO: Yelp.com is warning that a California lawsuit targeting a disgruntled former client could lead to the removal of critical posts criticizing a law firm.

Yelp says that if the ruling is allowed to stand, the company could be forced to remove critical reviews. Yelp thinks the Note 7 battery problem resulted from a manufacturing error, Park said. Thicker separators can improve safety but will not necessarily prevent all overheating incidents, he said.

The assistant video referee is there to help referees during all match decisions such as penalties, free kicks and off-side calls.

NEW YORK: In the July 26, 2016, file photo, a color-blending feature of the Galaxy Note 7 demonstrated in New York. In a consumer lawsuit filed in state court in northern California in August, the smartphone maker Samsung Electronics said it had stopped using Samsung SDI, one of two suppliers of batteries for the Galaxy Note 7.

The assistant video referee is there to help referees during all match decisions such as penalties, free kicks and off-side calls.

WEAK SAFETY

CBS Television Network, with 15.7 million viewers, according to figures released by the NFL.
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